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Unstable localization and periodicity
A.K.

BOUSFIELD*

Introduction

In the 1980's, remarkable advances were made by Ravenel, Hopkins, Devinatz,
and Smith toward a global understanding of stable homotopy theory, showing
that some major features arise "chromatically" from an interplay of periodic
phenomena arranged in a hierarchy (see [20], [21], [28]). We would like very
much to achieve a similar understanding in unstable homotopy theory and
shall describe some progress in that direction. In particular, we shall explain
and extend some results of our papers [4], [11], and some closely related results
of Dror Farjoun and Smith [17], [18], [19].
Periodic phenomena in stable homotopy theory are quite effectively exposed by localizations with respect to various periodic homology theories such
as the Morava K-theories [6]' [27]. This approach remains promising in unstable
homotopy theory, but a different sort of localization, called the W-nulliJication
or W-periodization for a chosen space W, now seems more fundamental and
effective. It simply trivializes the [W, -]*-homotopy of spaces in a universal
way. In Section 1 of this article, we recall the general theory of nullifications,
including some crucial properties which have only recently been discovered.
In Section 2, we introduce a corresponding theory of nullifications for spectra
which we apply to determine nullifications of Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and
other infinite loop spaces.
In Section 3, we begin to classify spaces according to the nullification functors which they produce, and prove a classification theorem for finite suspension
complexes similar to the Hopkins-Smith classification theorem for finite spectra. In Section 4, we study the arithmetic nullifications, which act very much
like classical localizations and completions of spaces. We apply them to determine arbitrary nullifications of Postnikov spaces and to extend the classification
results of Section 3 beyond finite suspension complexes.
In Section 5, we present an unstable chromatic tower providing successive
approximations to a space, incorporating higher and higher types of periodicity.
In Section 6, we introduce a sequence of monochromatic homotopy categories
containing the successive fibres of chromatic towers. Using work of Kuhn [22]
and others, we show that the nth stable monochromatic homotopy category
embeds as a categorical retract of its unstable counterpart. Finally, in Section 7,
we apply some of the preceding work to obtain general results on E*-acyclicity
and E*-equivalences of spaces for various spectra E.
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For simplicity, we work primarily in the pointed homotopy category H 0*
of CW-complexes and use the natural free and pointed function complexes,
map(X, Y) and map*(X, Y), in Ho*.

1 Nullifications of spaces
For spaces W, Y E Ho*, we say that Y is W-null or W-periodic if W -> *
induces an equivalence Y ~ map(W, Y). When Y is connected, this just means
that map*(W, Y) ~ * or equivalently that [~iW, Y] = * for each i 2': o. A Wnullification or W-periodization of X consists of a map a : X -> X' such that
X' is W-null and
map(a, Y) : map(X', Y) ~ map(X, Y)
for each W-null space Y. By [4, Cor. 7.2]' [11], or [17], we have
THEOREM 1.1. For each W, X E H 0*, there exists a W -nullification oj X.
This is unique up to equivalence and will be denoted by a : X -> Pw X.
Roughly speaking, Pw X may be constructed from X by repeatedly attaching
mapping cones to trivialize maps coming in from Wand its suspensions, continuing to an appropriate transfinite colimit. Among the best known examples
are
EXAMPLE 1.2. If W

=

sn+ 1 , then Pw X is the nth Postnikov section of X.

EXAMPLE 1.3. If W = Sl Up e2 , then PwX is the Anderson localization [2],
[14] of X away from p. This is equivalent to the standard localization X[l/p]
when X is simply connected.
The W-nullification is actually a special case of the very general
J-localization introduced in [4, Cor. 7.2] and [17] for a map J of spaces, and
many results on W-nullifications can at least partially be generalized to
J-localizations.
As seen from Example 1.2, the W-nullification need not preserve fibrations. However, by [11, 4.1] and [18], it mixes with the ~W-nullification to
give
THEOREM 1.4. For a space W E H 0* and a fibre sequence F -> X -> B oj
pointed spaces with B connected, there is a natural fibre sequence Pw F -> X ->
P"EWB together with a natural Pw-equivalence X -> X where X is ~W-null.
We may obtain X as the orbit space of Pw F under the principal action by
Pw 0B. The following case, first noted by Dror Farjoun, is particularly useful.
COROLLARY 1.5. For WE Ho*, P w preserves each fibre sequence F
oj pointed spaces such that B is W -null and connected.
In the natural Postnikov tower

->

X

->

B
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we long suspected that the higher fibres might be Eilcnberg-MacLane spaces
for many choices of W beyond the classical spheres. We very much wanted
to prove such a result because we knew that it would imply strong fibration
theorems for nullification functors and allow us to bring some important parts
of stable localization and periodicity theory into the unstable realm. In 1991,
we finally succeeded by using a version of
1.6. For a connected space V and a connected ~V -null Hspace Y, the inclusion V C SpooV induces an equivalence map*(SPOOV, Y) '::::'
map*(V, Y).
Proof. This follows by [11, Cor. 6.9] since map*(V, Y) is homotopically discrete
with 1l'1 Y acting trivially on [V, Y].
KEY LEMMA

A space is called a GEM when it is equivalent to a product of EilenbergMacLane spaces K(Gn,n) for a sequence of abelian groups {G n }n:2:1. For the
connected ~V-null H-space Y, the Key Lemma shows that each map V --+ Y
has a canonical factorization through the GEM

II K(Hn V, n).
00

SP=V,::::,

n=l

This easily implies
1.7. For a space Wand a connected H -space X) iJ P w X '::::' * then
PEWX is a GEM.
Proof. PEW X is a connected H -space since nullification functors preserve finite
products. Moreover,

THEOREM

map* (~PEW X, PEW X) '::::' map* (PEW X, nPEW X) '::::'

*

since PW(PEWX) '::::' PwX '::::' * and nPEWx is W-null. Hence, by the Key
Lemma, PEWX is a retract of the GEM SP= PEWX.
This immediately generalizes to J-Iocalizations, and a relative version is
given by Dror Farjoun and Smith [19]. For p prime and n ::;, 1, we s~ that
a space W E H 0* satisfies the n-supported p-torsion condition when H* W is
(n-1)-connected p-torsion with Hn (W; Z /p) -=I O. We now recover the following
result of [11, 7.2] and [19].
H 0* and i ::;, 1, the fibre F oj the
Postnikov map P E,+l W X --+ PEiWX is a GEM. Moreover, when W satisfies
the n-supporied p-torsion condition, F '::::' K (C, n+i) Jor some p-torsion abelian
group C.
Proof. The space F is 1-connected and ~i+ 1W - null with PE' W F '::::' * by Corollary 1.5. Thus F is an H-space by [19, 2.1]' and is a GEM by Theorem 1.7. The
last statement follows as in [11, 7.6]' where the obvious H-space nF is used
instead of F.
THEOREM

1.8. For connected spaces W, X

E

The fibre of the lowest Postnikov map PEW X --+ P w X can be much more
complicated: it equals X when X is acyclic and W = X, but it remains a GEM
when X is a connected H-space. Theorem 1.8 combines with Theorem 1.4 to
give the strong fibration theorem of [11, Thm. 8.1] and [19].
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1.9. For a connected space W E H 0* and a fibre sequence F
B of pointed spaces with B connected, the fibre E of the map

THEOREM

X

~

~

is a GEM. Moreover, when W satisfies the n-supported p-torsion condition,
then E ~ K(G,n) for some p-torsion abelian group G.

Thus PEW preserves fibre sequences up to a "small abelian error term" E.
2 Nullifications of spectra

We now introduce nullifications of spectra and show that they have almost
the same basic properties as nullifications of spaces, but with easier proofs.
By virtue of Theorem 2.10 below, they determine the unstable nullifications of
Eilenberg-MacLane spaces and other infinite loop spaces.
We work in the homotopy category HoS of CW-spectra [1] and call a
spectrum E connective when 7riE = 0 for i < O. For spectra Wand Y, we
let FC(W, Y) denote the connective cover of the function spectrum F(W, Y),
and say that Y is W-null or W-periodic when FC(W, Y) ~ O. This means that
[W, Y]i ~ 0 for each i 2:: O. A W-nullification or W-periodization of a spectrum
X consists of a map Q : X ~ X' of spectra such that X, is W-null and

for each W - null spectrum Y.
2.1. For each W, X E Hos, there exists a W-nullification of X.
Proof. We may view H OS as the associated homotopy category of the closed
simplicial model category of spectra in [12, 2.4] and apply [4, Cor. 7.2] to give
W - nullifications in H os.
THEOREM

The W-nullification in H OS is unique up to equivalence and will be denoted
by Q: X ~ PwX. It is a special case of the I-localization which exists in Ho s
for each map I of spectra. The W-nullification mixes with the EW-nullification
to give
2.2. For WE Hos and a cofibre sequence F ~ X ~ B of spectra,
there is a natural cofibre sequence Pw F ~ X ~ PEW B together with a natural
Pw-equivalence X ~ X where X is EW -null.
Proof. Use the cofibre sequence of Pw(E- 1 B) ~ PwF.

THEOREM

2.3. ForW E Hos, Pw preserves each cofibre sequenceF
B 01 spectra such that B is W -null.

COROLLARY

~

X

~

To obtain stronger (co )fibration results, we let H be the spectrum of
integral homology and use
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2.4. For spectra V, Y E Hos, if FC(EV, Y) ~ 0, then the Hurewicz
map V -+ H 1\ V induces an equivalence FC(H 1\ V, Y) ~ FC(V, Y).
Proof. This follows since the cofibre of the unit map S -+ H is I-connected.

KEY LEMMA

A spectrum X is called a stable GEM if it is equivalent to a wedge (and
thus a product) of Eilenberg-MacLane spectra {En HGn}nEZ. This happens if
and only if X admits a module structure over the ring spectrum H (i.e. a map
H I\X -+ X in Ho s satisfying the associativity and unit conditions). As in 1.7,
the Key Lemma implies
2.5. For spectra W, X E Hos, if PwX
GEM with a canonical H -module structure.

THEOREM

~

0, then PI;WX is a stable

This immediately generalizes to f-Iocalizations. For p prime and nEZ,
we say that a spectrum W satisfies the n-supported p-torsion condition when
H* W is (n-l)-connected p-torsion with Hn(W; Zip) i o. As in 1.8, we deduce
2.6. For spectra W, X E Ho S and i E Z, the fibre F of the Postnikov map PI;i+1WX -+ PI;iWX is a stable GEM with a canonical H-module
structure. Moreover, when W satisfies the n-supported p-torsion condition, then
F ~ En+iHG for some p-torsion abelian group G.

THEOREM

This combines with Theorem 2.2 to give a strong fibration theorem
2.7. For WE Hos and a cofibre sequence F
the fibre E of the map

THEOREM

PwF

-+

fib(PwX

-+

-+

X

-+

B of spectra,

PwB)

is a stable GEM. Morever, when W satisfies the n-supported p-torsion condtion,
then E ~ En-l HG for some p-torsion abelian group G.

Since smash products with connective spectra preserve Pw-equivalences
in Hos, we have
2.8. For WE Hos, if A is a connective ring spectrum and Mis
an A-module spectrum, then 0: : M -+ Pw M is a map of A-module spectra.

PROPOSITION

COROLLARY 2.9. For W E Hos, if M is a stable GEM, then so is PwM.
Moreover, if M = En HG, then 7riPW M = 0 unless i = n, n + 1.
Proof. This follows since P w M is an H-module spectrum by 2.8, and since each
H-module map out of En HG has a retract of the required form.

To relate the stable and unstable nullifications, we use the adjoint functors
-+ HoS and noo : HoS -+ Ho*.

EOO : Ho*

THEOREM

2.10. For a space W

map
is an equivalence.

E

H 0* and a spectrum E

E

H os, the natural
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Proof. Let H oSc C H OS be the full subcategory of connective spectra. The proof
in [8, Thm. 1.1] is easily adapted to show the existence of an idempotent functor
T: Ho cS -+ Ho CS and",: Id -+ T, such that for any X E HoCS the map 0. 00 ", :
0. 00 X -+ nOOTX is a W-nullification. Moreover, (T,,,,) must be equivalent to
the idempotent functor (PEoo w , n:) on H OCS since a connective spectrum X is
EOOW-null if and only if 0. 00 X is W-null. Thus, noon: : 0. 00 E -+ 0. 00 PEoowE is
a W-nullification for all connective E, and hence for all E.
We may now destabilize the preceding corollary to give
COROLLARY 2.11. For spaces W, Y E Ho*, ifY is a GEM, then so is PwY.
Moreover, ifY = K(G,n), then 1l"iPWY = 0 unless i = n, n + 1.
2.12. TRIVIALIZATIONS OF SPECTRA. In [5,1.7] for W E Hos, we introduced
[W, -]*-trivializations of spectra. These may be defined in the same way as Wnullifications, using F(W, -) instead of FC(W, -). From the present standpoint,
[W, -]*-trivializations of spectra are just E*W-nullifications, where E*W is the
wedge of {En W}nEZ. They always preserve cofibre sequences of spectra since

E(E*W)

~

E*W.

3 Nullity classes
We can now begin to classify spaces and spectra according to the nullification
functors which they produce. For spaces X, Y E Ho*, we say that X kills Y
when the following equivalent conditions hold:
(i) each X-null space is Y-null;
(ii) Y -+ * is an X-nullification;
(iii) Px Y ~ *.
We say that X and Y have the same nullity when they kill each other and
thus produce equivalent nullifications. The resulting nullity classes or P-classes
(X) have a partial ordering, where (X) ~ (Y) means that X kills Y, and have
operations

(X) 1\ (Y) = (X 1\ Y)
Q

Q

with the expected properties as explained more fully in [11, Sect. 9] and [18].
However, we warn that the inequality "~" may be defined oppositely.
The above notions extend immediately to spectra, and we write (E)S for
the nullity class of E E H OS. By Theorem 2.10 we have
PROPOSITION 3.1. For a space W E H 0* and connective spectrum X E H os,

the condition (W) ~ (0. 00 X) is equivalent to (EOOW)S ~ (X)s. Thus (W) ~
(nOOEOOW) and (EOOn°o X)S ~ (X)s.
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3.2. Let V, WE Ho* be connected spaces.

(i) If (V) :2 (W), then (SPOOV) :2 (SPOOW).
(ii) (V) :2 (SPOOV).
(iii) If V is a GEM, then (V) = (SPOOV).

Proof. This follows by 3.1 since SpocV ':::' nOO(H /\ ~OCV) and since a GEM is
a homotopy retract of its infinite symmetric product.
THEOREM

3.3. FOT a connected space W

E

Ho* and k :2 1,

(~W) = (~kW) V (SP')()~W).

Proof. By Theorem 1.8 for i :2 1, PL:'+lW(~iW) is a GEl\I killed by ~iW.
Hence, by 3.2, it is also killed by Spoc~iW. and we have
(~iW) ~ (~i+lW) V (SP'Xl~iW).

This inductively implies
(~W) ~ (~kW) V (SPOO~W),

and the opposite inequality is evident.
This theorem enables us to partially destabilize the Hopkins-Smith classification of finite eW-spectra [20]' [21], [28]. Over a finite prime p and for
n :2 0, let K(n) denote the nth Morava K-spectrum, where K(O) = HQ. The
p-type of a space X is the smallest integer n such that K(n)*X "I 0, or is ex::
when K(n)*X = 0 for all TI. It is denoted by typepX. We shall see in Corollary
7.2 that typepX = ex::
if and only if H*(X; Z(p)) = O. By Mitchell [26] or Hopkins-Smith [21], for
each positive integer TI, there exists a finite p-torsion complex of p-type n. We
say that two spaces X, Y E H 0* have the same stabilized nullity if (X) :2 (~iy)
and (Y) :2 (~j X) for some l, j :2 0. The resulting stabilized nullity classes {X}
are partially ordered with finite wedge and smash operations. As noted by Dror
Farjoun in the p-Iocal case, the Hopkins-Smith classification shows
3.4. For .finite connected complexes V, vV E Ho*. the condition
{V} = {W} holds if and only ~f typepV = typc p W fOT each pTime p.
Proof. Taking suspensions, we can assume that V and Ware 1-conrwcted. Given
that typepV = typepVV for each prime p, we apply the '"thick subcategory
theorem" as in [11, 9.14] to deduce that {V(p)} = {vV(p)} for each p. When
H*(V; Q) = 0 this implies that {V} = {W} by wedge decomposition. When
H* (V; Q) "10, the p-types of V and Ware all O. and hence {V(p) } = {S(p)} =
{W(p)} for each p. Thus {V} :2 {M} ~ {W} for each finite complex M with
H*(itI; Q) = O. Using a cofibre sequence B --) ~iV --) iti where B is a wedge
of spheres and M is as above. we deduce that {V} = {SI} = {W}.
THEOREM

The Z I p- connectivity of a space X is the largest integer n such that
Hn(X; Zip) = 0, or is ex:: when H*(X; Zip) = O. It is denoted by connpX
and is a nullity class invariant since it may be expressed as a cohomological
connectivity. As shown p-locally in [11. 9.1.5]. the Hopkins-Smith classification
destabilizes to
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THEOREM 3.5. For finite connected complexes V, W E H 0*, the condition
(~V) = (~W) is equivalent to the joint conditions:

(i) typep~V = typep~W for each prime p;
(ii) connp~V = connp~W for each prime p.
Proof. This follows from Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 since condition (ii) implies
(SpOO~V) = (SpOO~W).

The preceding results 3.2-3.5 have the expected versions for spectra, culminating in
THEOREM 3.6. For finite CW spectra X, Y E Hos, the condition (X)S = (y)S
is equivalent to the joint conditions:
(i) typepX = typepY for each prime p;
(ii) connpX = connpY for each prime p.
3.7. RELATED CLASSIFICATIONS OF SPECTRA. For a spectrum X E HoS, we
let (X)t be the class of all spectra Y such that [Y, -]* and [X, -]* have the
same trivial spectra, and thus give the same trivialization functors (2.12). As
in [5], we let (X) be the class of all spectra Y such that the homology theories
X * and Y* have the same acyclic spectra, and thus give the same localization
functors. In general (X)S C (X)t C (X), and for a finite CW spectrum X the
class (X)t = (X) is determined by the Hopkins-Smith invariants {typepX}p.

4 The arithmetic nullifications
When W is a wedge of I-connected Moore spaces, the W-nullification acts very
much like a classical localization or completion functor, transforming homotopy
groups in an elementary arithmetic way. We shall describe these arithmetic
nullifications quite explicitly, and then apply them to determine arbitrary nullifications of Postnikov spaces and to extend our nullity classification results.
For a sequence {Gdi>2 of abelian groups, let M(G i , i) be the Moore space
with HiM(Gi,i) = Gi and take the wedge

MG(n) = M(G 2 , 2) V··· V M(G n , n).
Let J be the set of all primes p such that p : G i
Sect. 5], we have

~

G i for 2 ::; i ::; n. By [11,

THEOREM 4.1. For a space Y E Ho* and m > n, there is a natural isomorphism
7r m PMG(n)Y ~ 7r m Y 181 Z(J)
when G 2 , .•
sequence

0--

•,

G n are all torsion, and there is a splittable natural short exact

II Ext(Zp=,7r

m Y) --

7r m P MG (n)Y

pEJ

when G 2 , ... , G n are not all torsion.

--

II Hom(Zp=,7r
pEJ

m - 1 Y)

-- 0
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The required Ext-p-completion is discussed in [13] and is given by
Ext(Zpoo,N)

~

limNlpnN
n

when the p torsion elements of N are of bounded order. To extend Theorem
4.1, we need another algebraic notion. For abelian groups B and X, we call
X B-null or B-reduced when Hom(B, X) = o. Each abelian group A has a
maximal B-null quotient group AI I B as in [11, 5.1]. For instance, when B
is p-torsion with B IpB -I- 0, then AI IBis the quotient of A by its p-torsion
subgroup. We shall need
LEMMA 4.2. If A is J -local for a set J of primes, then so is AI I B for all B.
Proof. This follows when Q @ B-1- 0 since each Q-null quotient of A is J-Iocal.
Now let
MG = M(G 2, 2) V M(G 3, 3) V ...
be an infinite wedge of Moore spaces. Let G n+! = G n+! when G 2, G 3 ... , G n+!
are all torsion or when G n+! @ Q -I- 0, and let G n+1 = G n+! EEl Q otherwise.
THEOREM 4.3. For a space Y E Ho*, there is a natural isomorphism
for n

<1

Proof. This follows since

for N

= M(Gn+!,n + 1) by [11, Sect. 5] and Lemma 4.2.

In this theorem, we could replace G n+! by G 2 EEl •.. EEl G n+!, but not by
G n +1 as seen from
EXAMPLE 4.4. For G 2 = Z[llp]' G 3 = Zip, and Y = K(EB Zlpi, 3), we have
7r3PMCY

= 0 while (7r3PMC(2)Y)IIG3 -I- o.

j

Theorems 4.1 and 4.3 combine to express 7r*PMC Y algebraically in terms
of 7r*Y, and hence
COROLLARY 4.5. A space Y E Ho* is killed by MG if and only if Y is 1connected and K(7r n Y, n) is killed by MG for each n ~ 2.
For a 1-connected space W, we let M HW denote the associated wedge
M(iL W) of Moore spaces, and we note that M HW kills W since it successively
kills the homology groups of W. Thus, there is a natural map P w Y -> PM HW Y
for Y E Ho*.
THEOREM 4.6. For a 1-connected space Wand connected Postnikov space Y E
H 0*, the map P w Y -> PM HW Y is an equivalence.
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Proof. The homotopy fibre F of this map is a I-connected Postnikov space
with PMHWF ~ * by Corollary 1.5. Hence for n 2 2, (MHW) 2 (K(7r n F, n))
by Corollary 4.5, and (W) 2 (SPOOW) = (SPOO MHW) 2 (K(7r n F, n)) by
Corollary 3.2. Hence, W kills F and Y ---) PMHWY is a W-nullification.
By this theorem, the W-nullification always acts arithmetically on Postnikov spaces. Of course, it acts arithmetically on arbitrary spaces when (W) =
(MHW).
4.7. IfW E Ho* is 1-connected with (ETW) = (ET MHW) for some
r 2 0, then (W) = (MHW).
Proof. We may assume (EW) = (EM HW) and must show Pw Y ~ PM HW Y
for each connected Y E H 0*. Since M HW is a suspension and since Pw Y
is EMHW-null, the fibre F of PwY ---) PMHWY is a GEM by Theorem 1.8.
Since MHW kills the GEM F, it kills K(7r n F, n) for n 2 2. As in the proof of
4.6, this implies that W kills K(7r n F, n) for n 2 2. Thus W kills the GEM F,
and PwY ---) PMHWY is a Pw-equivalence. Since PMHWY is W-null, we have
Pw Y ~ PM HW Y as required.
THEOREM

We can now supplement Theorem 3.5 with a nullity classification theorem
for some nonsuspension spaces.
THEOREM 4.8. Let V, W E Ho* be finite 1-connected complexes such that
typepV and typepW belong to {0,1,00} for all p. Then the condition (V) =
(W) is equivalent to the joint conditions:

(i) typepV = typepW for all p;
(ii) connp V = connp W for all p.

Proof. We have (EV) = (EM HV) = (EM HW) = (EW) by Theorem 3.5, and
thus have (V) = (W) by Theorem 4.7.
The nullity classes covered by this theorem have canonical representatives
of the form V M(Z/p, np) or sn V V M(Z/p, np) where J is a finite set of
pEJ

pEJ

primes and n p , n 2 2 are integers with np < n for each p E J. For instance,
when W is a finite I-connected complex with H*(W; Q) i- 0, its nullity class
has a canonical representative of the second sort, where n is the smallest integer
with Hn(W; Q) i- 0.
We do not know whether the assumption that the p-types belong to
{O, 1,00} is actually required in Theorem 4.8. However, the I-connectivity is
required. For instance, a homology n-sphere Mn and sn satisfy the joint conditions, but (Mn) i- (sn) when pn-l Mn is noncontractible.
5 Chromatic towers
In [11] we introduced an unstable chromatic tower {PVn X}n;?:O providing successive approximations to a space X, incorporating higher and higher types
of periodicity. We now present a simple version of this tower and compare it
with a stable chromatic tower of Ravenel [29] and others. We work over a fixed
prime p.
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5.1 AN UNSTABLE CHROMATIC TOWER. For each n 2': 0, we choose a finite ptorsion complex V n of p-type n+ 1 such that connp V n is minimal. For instance,
we may choose V 0 = S1 Up e2 and choose V I for p odd to be the cofibre of the
Adams map
A : ~2p-2(S2 Up e") --t S2 Up e2
constructed in [15]. In general, connpVn must be at least n by [11, 9.16], and
actually equals n in the only known cases above. By Theorem 3.5 the nullity
class (I:V n) is well-defined and satisfies

The I:V n-nullification of a space X E H 0* is called the vn-periodization and is
denoted by PnX, There is a natural unstable chromatic tower

which has the obvious convergence property, holim PnX ~ X, since 7riPnX ~
7riX for i < connp V n + 2. The vn-periodization PnX may perhaps "become
active" at a higher dimension than the more sophisticated PVn X of [11, 10.2]'
but there is essential agreement since 7riPnX ~ 7riPv" X fori> connpVn + 2.
To explain the chromatic properties of our tower, we recall
5.2. THE Vn-PERIODIC HOMOTOPY GROUPS. For a finite p-torsion complex
W E H 0* of p-type n, a vn-map is a map w : I:dW --t W with d > 0 such
that K(n)*w is an isomorphism and K(rn)*w = 0 for all rn # n. For instance,
the above Adams map is a VI-map. The Hopkins-Smith "periodicity theorem"
[21] ensures that each finite p-torsion complex of p-type n has a vn-map after
sufficient suspension, and that such a vn-map is unique up to stable iteration.
For each n 2': 1, we choose a finite p-torsion complex Vr,-I of p-type n having
a vn-map w. Then for a space Y E Ho*, we obtain the vn-periodic homotopy
groups
V,:;-l7r*(Y; Vn-d = Z[w,w- 1] ®Z[w] 7r*(Y; Vr,-d
by inverting the action of w on 7r * (Y; Vn - d. These depend on V,,_ I, but not
on the choice of w. By [11, Thm. 11.5]' we have
THEOREM 5.3. For a space X E Ho* and n 2': 0, the vn-periodization X
PnX induces
,-1
(Pn X.,vrn-l
TT
) ~ {
Vrn 7r*
-

V- I

rn

o

7r (XV:
)
* 'Tn-l

--t

for 1'-::; m .-::; n
for rn > n.

Thus we may regard the spaces {PnX}n:;:,O as successive approximations to
X capturing higher and higher types of periodicity at the prime p. To isolate
the nth type of periodicity, we simply take the fibre PnX of the tower map
PnX --t Pn-IX,
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COROLLARY 5.4. For a space X E Ho* and n
p-torsion space with
-1

Vm

Jr*

(P~ X. v,
n

)~

, m-1 -

2': 1, PnX is an n-connected

{V'-lJr
1)
n
* (X,V,
n0

Since the cofibre of w : ~dVn_1

--t

'or m = n
formf=n.

J'

Vn - 1 has p-type n

+ 1, we find

for n 2': 1 and t 2': 2, so that the vn-periodic~homotopy groups of X are exposed
as ordinary homotopy groups of PnX and PnX. Our unstable chromatic tower
is closely related to
5.5. A STABLE CHROMATIC TOWER. For a spectrum E, we obtain the stable
chromatic tower {L~E}n>o of Ravenel [29] and others by letting L~E be the
[Wn' -]*-trivialization (2.12) of E for a p-torsion finite CW-spectrum Wn of ptype n + 1. This tower must be distinguished from Ravenel's original chromatic
tower {LnE}n>o in view of his refutation of the telescope conjecture. The fibre
of the tower map L~E --t L~_l E is denoted by M~E, and the tower {L~E}n2:0
sorts the vn-periodic homotopy groups of a spectrum E in the same way as the
tower {Pn X}n2:0 sorts the vn-periodic homotopy groups of a space X. The
chromatic tower of a spectrum E and that of 0 00 E are related by a natural
map

THEOREM 5.6. There are induced isomorphisms JriPnOOO E ~ JriOOO L~E and
Jr}JnOOO E ~ JriOOO M~E for i > connp V n + 2.
Proof. For Wn = ~oo(~V n), the [Wn' -]*-trivialization of E is given by the
homotopy colimit of the ~-kWn-nullifications of E as k --t 00. Hence by Theorems 2.6 and 2.10,

for i > connp V n

+ 2.

6 The monochromatic homotopy categories
Working over a fixed prime p for n 2': 1, we let PnHo* C Ho* and M~Hos C
H OS be the full subcategories whose objects are equivalent to the nth chromatic
layers PnX and M~ E of spaces X E H 0* and spectra E E H os. We call PnH 0*
and M~ H OS monochromatic homotopy categories and now show that~M~ H OS
embeds faithfully as a categorical retract of its unstable counterpart PnH 0 •.
THEOREM 6.1. For n 2': 1, the functor PnOOO : M~Hos
inverse CPn.

--t

PnHo* has a left

The required functor CPn is given by the following theorem which extends
results of Kuhn [22], Davis-Mahowald [16], and the author [10].
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M~Hos such

that:
(i) there is a natural equivalence <I>nn°o E ~ M~ E for E E Has;
(ii) the functor <I>n preserves fibre sequences and homotopy direct limits of

directed systems of pointed spaces;
(iii) if Vn- 1 E Ho. is a finite p-torsion complex of p-type n with a v nmap, then V,-;-11l".(X; Vn-d ~ [Vn-l <I>nX]. and n°o F(L:; 2V,,_1! <I>nX)
map.(L:;2Vn_llPnX) for X E Ho.;
(iv) if J : X -7 Y is a map in Ho. with J. : V,-;-l 11". (X; Vn- 1) ~
V,-;-11l".(Y; Vn-d, then <I>nJ : <I>nX ~ <I>nY.
This will be proved in 6.S. To avoid some technical difficulties, we shall
construct <I>n as the composite of functors ;f;n : H a. -7 A1~H OS and f n :
M~ H as ~ M~ H OS where M;, H OS is a different form of the nth monochromatic
stable homotopy category. We first explain

°

6.3. THE FUNCTORS f nAND f n' For n 2':
let Wn be a p-torsion finite
CW-spectrum of p-type n + 1. As in [5], we say that a spectrum C is [W", -].colocal if each [Wn, -].-equivalence of spectra is a [C, -].-equivalence, and say
that a map of spectra X' -7 X is a [Wn, -].-colocalization if it is a [Wnl -].equivalence with X' [W", -].-colocal. Each spectrum X has a natural [Wnl -].colocalization given by the fibre of the [Wn' -].-trivialization X -7 L~X, and
we let f nHos c HaS denote the full subcategory of [Wnl -].-coloc~ spectra.
In addition, each spectrum X has a natural Wn.-localization X -7 f nX as in
[6]' and we Ie! f nH OS C H OS denote the full subcategory of Wn.-local spectra.
The functor f n : HaS - 7 Has is right adjoint to fn : HaS - 7 H OS since there
are natural equivalences f nX ~ F(f nS, X) and f nX ~ X !\ f nS by [5, p. 375].
In unpublished work [7, 2.7]' we noted
THE2REM 6.4. For n~ 2> 0, there are adjoint equivalences of categories
f n : fnHos ~ fn!jos: f".
Proof. For X E fnHos, the map f nX -7 X is a Wn.-localization since its
cofibre L~X is Wn.-acyclic. Hence the adjunction unit X - 7 f nf nX is an
equivalence, and the adjunction counit is likewise.
For n = 0, this theorem gives a correspondence between spectra with ptorsion homotopy groups and tl;ose with Ext-p-complete homotopy groups. To
identify spectra in f nH as and f nH OS for n 2': 0, we need
LEMMA 6.5. A spectrum E belongs to fnH OS if and only if 1I".E is p-torsion
and v;11l".(E; Wi-d = 0 for each is:: n.
Proof. These conditions hold if and only if L~,E ~ O.
LEMMA 6.6. If pacts nilpotently on a spectrum E and if a Vi-map of W i - 1
acts !!ilpotently on F(Wi- 1, E) for each i s:: n, then E belongs to both fnH aS
and f "Hos.
Proof. For a W",-acyclic spectrum A, F(A, E) is trivial since it is both [Wnl -].trivial and [Wnl -].-colocal by Lemma 6.5. Hence E is l-tTn.-local.
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Finally we need
6.7. THE EQUIVALENT CATEGORIES M~Hos AND M~Hos. For n ~ 1, the
nth chromatic layer of a spectrum E is now given by M~E = r n-1L~E, and
the nth monochromatic homotopy category M~Hos consists of the [Wn,-k
trivial [Wn- b -]*-colocal spectra. Similarly, we let M~E = n-1L~E and the
homotopy category M~Hos consists of the [Wn, -]*-trivial Wn-h-Iocal spectra. These would be the K(n)*-local spectra if the telescope conjecture were
valid. We may view M~ H OS and M~ H as as alternative forms of the nth stable
monochromatic homotopy category since there are adjoint equivalences

r

r n'. M-'nH 0

S '"

-

M'nO.
H S • ~r n

by Theorem 6.4. In both M~Hos and M~Hos, each [Wn- 1, -]*-equivalence is
a homotopy equivalence. However, M~ H OS is closed under homotopy inverse
limits, while M~ H as is closed under homotopy direct limits.
6.8. PROOF OF THEOREM 6.2. In [22], Kuhn constructed a functor ¢n : H 0* ----t
Hos for n ~ 1 such that ¢nO°O : Hos ----t He;: is the K(n)*-localization. His
work may now be adapted to give a functor <I>n : H 0* ----t H OS for n ~ 1 such
that ~nO°O : HoS ----t Hos is M~, and the resulting functor <I>n = r n~n has the
required properties. In more detail, choose a sequence C1 ----t C2 ----t C3 ----t ••• of
finite p-torsion spectra of p-type n - 1 with homotopy direct limit r n-1S, by
starting with Co = 0 and successively attaching finite sets of "~iWn_1-cells"
to give a sequence of complexes C k over S with

By the Hopkins-Smith "periodicity theorem", the complexes C k for k ~ 1 can
successively be equipped with vn-maps Wk : ~dkCk ----t C k such that each Wk+1
is compatible with a power of Wk. As in [22], for X E Ho*, there are associated
"function spectra" ¢(Ck , PnX) of Ck into PnX, Each ¢(Ck , PnX) belongs to
M~Hos by Lemma 6.6, and there are natural equivalences

for E E H OS. We construct the spectrum ~nX as the homotopy inverse limit
of the tower {¢( Ck, PnX)} k~1' working in the underlying categories of spaces
and spectra as in [10]. Each ~nX belongs to M:,Hos, and there are natural
equivalences
~n(OOO E) ~ F(rn-1S, L~E) ~ M~E
for E E H os. By [10] and 6.7, the functor <I>n =
ties.

r n ~n

has the required proper-
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7 E.-acyclicity and E.-equivalences of spaces
We shall apply some of the preceding work to obtain general results on E.acyclicity and E.-equivalences of spaces for various spectra E. For p prime
and E of- 0, the E.-acyclicity of K(Z/p, n) implies that of K(Z/p, n + 1), and
we define the p-transition tranpE of E to be the largest integer n such that
E.K(Z/p, n) of- 0, or to be 00 when E.K(Z/p, n) of- 0 for all n. For instance,
tranpHZ/p = 00 and tranpK(n) = n by [30]. In [9], we proved
THEOREM 7.1. Each E.-equivalence of spaces is an H i ( -; Z /p )-equivalence for
:s: tranpE. The condition tranpE = 0 holds if and only if E,,-, E[l/p].

i

COROLLARY 7.2. If E is a p-local spectrum 'With tranpE = 0 or 00, then
the E.-equivalences of spaces are the same as the H.( -; G)-equivalences for
G = Zip, Z(p), or Q
Thus, for an infinite wedge E

00

V K(ni)

of Morava K-spectra with

'i=O

ni < nj for i < j, the E.-equivalences of spaces are the same as the H. ( -; Z(p))equivalences when no = 0 and as the H.( -; Z/p)-equivalences when no > O.
In view of this corollary, we are primarily interested in p-local spectra E with
extraordinary p-transitions tranpE = n where 0 < n < 00. In general. if a loop
space r2X is E.-acyclic, then so is the space X, but the converse will obviously
fail when E has an extraordinary p-transition. We now show that such failures
are quite limited.

THEOREM 7.3. If a simply connected H -space X is E. -acyclic for a spectrum
E, then (r2X)E is an E.-local GEM and B(nX)E is an E.-acyclic GEM, 'Where
B(r2X)E denotes the classifying space of the E.-localized loop space.
Proof. As in the proof of Theorem 1. 7, we have

because B(r2X)E is E.-acyclic and (nX)E is E.-local. Thus. by the Key
Lemma 1.6, B(r2X)E is a retract of SPCXJ B(r2X)E and is therefore a GEM.
This may also be deduced from the f -generalization of Theorem 1. 7 and
is closely related to results of [19]. It implies
THEOREM 7.4. Let E be a p-local spectm'ffL 'With tranpE = n 'Where 0 < n < 00.
If X is an E.-acyclic (71 + I)-connected H-space and 1fn+2X is torsion, then
r2X is also E. -acyclic.

Proof. By Theorem 7.3, K(1fi(r2X)E,i) is E.-local for all i, and either 1f.E or
1f.(r2X)E is torsion. Thus by Lemma 7.5 below, 1fn +l(nX)E is torsion-free and
1fi(flX)E = 0 fori 2': n + 2. Hence the map nx --t (r2X)E is nullhomotopic,
and r2X is E.-acyclic.
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It is straightforward to show

LEMMA 7.5. For E as above, an Eilenberg-MacLane space K(G, i) is E*-acyclic
if G is torsion and i :::=: n + 1, or if 7r*E is torsion and i :::=: n + 2.
We now investigate E*-equivalences in the full subcategory H 0n+2 C H 0*
of (n + 2)-connected spaces, letting X(k) denote the k-connected cover of a
space X.
PROPOSITION 7.6. For E as above and for a map g : X
the following are equivalent:

--+

Y in the Ho n+2,

(i) g is an E*-equivalence;
(ii) g is an (EZlp)*-equivalence and an (EQ)*-equivalence;
(iii)g(k): X(k) --+ Y(k) is an E*-equivalencefor all k.
Proof. We have (i) ¢:} (ii) since E is p-local, and obtain (ii) ¢:} (iii) since the
maps X(k) --+ X(k -1) are (EZlp)*-equivalences by Lemma 7.5.

We let n : HO n+2 --+ HO n+2 denote the (n + 2)-connected loop functor
nx = (nX)(n + 2), a~d we ~ay that ~ map g : X --+ Yin HO n+2 is a durable
E* -equivalence when n mg : n mX --+ n my is an E*-equivalence for all m :::=: o.
THEOREM 7.7. Let E be a p-local spectrum with tranpE = n where 0 < n < 00.
A map g : X --+ Y in H 0n+2 is a durable E* -equivalence under each of the
following conditions:
(i)g, ng, and n 2g are E*-equivalences;
(ii) g and ng are E*-equivalences, and the fibre of g is an H -space.
Proof. Use Theorem 7.4 to show that nm(fibg) is E*-acyclic for all m.

When E = K(l) or KZlp, we have convenient homotopical criteria for
durability.
THEOREM 7.S. A map g : X --+ Y in H0 3 is a durable K(l)*-equivalance
(or K* (-; Z Ip)-equivalence) if and only if it satisfies the following equivalent
conditions:
(i) g* : V 117r*(X; Zip) ~ V 117r*(Y; Zip);
(ii) <PIg: <PIX ~ <PlY;
(iii) Plg* : 7r j P I X ~ 7r j P I Y for j > conn VI

+ 2.

Proof. This is proved for (i) in [11, Thm. 14.7] using work of Thompson to
verify the "only if" part. The equivalences (i) ¢:} (ii) ¢:} (iii) follow by Corollary
5.4 and Theorem 6.2.

This is an unstable version of the result, proved in [6] using work of Mahowald and Miller, that a map of spectra is a K * ( -; Zip )-equivalence if and
only if it is a V117r *( -; Z Ip)-equivalence. Theorems 7.7 and 7.S provide tools for
studying the K * ( -; Zlp)- homology of iterated loop spaces in some previously
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inaccessible cases. For instance, in [11] we used the "if" part of 7.8 to deduce
that the Snaith map
s : n~n+l s2n+ 1 ____ QRp2n
is a K*( -; Z/2)-equivalence from Mahowald's result that it is a V117r*( -; Z/p)equivalence.
This confirmed an old conjecture of Miller-Snaith [25] and allowed us to
determine K*(n~n+IS2n+l;Z/2) from their computation of K*(QRp2n;Z/2).
Lisa Langsetmo has likewise determined K*(n j s2n+\ Zip) for all j < 2n using V117r*(-;Z/p)-equivalences of Mahowald-Thompson [24], and we are currently obtaining similar results with s2n+l replaced by an H -space X such that
K* (X; Z;) is a p-adic exterior algebra.
Theorem 7.8 cannot easily be generalized to durable K(n)*-equivalences, although the implications (i) {:} (ii) <=Hiii) clearly remain valid for v;;:-l7r *(-;Vn-d,
<I>n, Pn , and V n. To see the difficulty for n = 2, note that U(4) E H0 4 has
v;-1 7r*(U(4); Vd = 0, but also has K(2)*U(4) -=f
by Theorem 7.4, because
K(2)*BSU -=f since the map BU ---- Cpoo is not a K(2)*-equivalence by
[30, p. 709] and [31, p. 394]. One might reasonably try to generalize Theorem 7.8 to durable K(n)*-equivalences by strengthening condition (i) to "g* :
V;I7r*(X; Vi-I) ~ V;I7r*(Y; Vi-d for 1 :S i :S n" and similarly strengthening
conditions (ii) and (iii). These homotopy conditions do indeed imply that a
map g: X ---- Y in HO n +2 is a durable K(n)*-equivalence by [11, Sect. 13]' and
the converse would also follow if we knew that the K(n)*-equivalences of spaces
were the same as the (L~SZ/pkequivalences. Such a generalization of Theorem 7.8 would become quite plausible if each K(n)*-equivalence of spaces were
shown to be a K(i)*-equivalence for 1 :S i :S n, without the usual finiteness
assumptions.

°

°
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